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Xiang

The Xiang dialects are also a Southern group in transition—even

more so than Gan. They are exposed to Mandarin from several direc-

tions. Tunan, the place where they are spoken, borders Mandarin-

speakirg territory on its north, west, and southwest. The densely popu-

lated center of the province is easily accessible from the Yangtze via the

Xiang fciver and its tributaries. As a result of these inroads from the

North, the Xiang dialects have become complex mixtures of older South-

ernismsand Mandarinized, newer features.

The Xiang dialects are divided into two types of speech, usually re-

ferred to as "New Xiang" and "Old Xiang." New Xiang is spoken in the

northwestern part of Hunan, as well as in larger towns and cities all over

the province. Old Xiang is the form of Chinese generally heard in moun-

tain areas and farming communities. These two types of Xiang are re-

portedly very different. According to Chinese linguists:

The general impression is that communication between New Xiang

and Southwestern Mandarin is actually not difficult, while between

New Xiang and Old Xiang there is a great barrier. For this reason

some people prefer to classify New Xiang as Southwestern Man-

darin.

In other words, the urban variety of Xiang—that is, "New Xiang"—has

significantly diverged from its more conservative, rural counterpart; it

has been so affected by Mandarin influence it appears to be very close to

becoming Mandarin itself.

The index of a Xiang dialect is whether it has voiced consonants such

as b, d, and g or not. Old Xiang dialects preserve these consonants in

most cases, but—unlike the voiced consonants found in Wu dialects

—

they have no murmur or aspiration associated with them. In the New
Xiang dialects, original voiced consonants have developed into unvoiced,

unaspirated consonants {p, t, k, etc.).
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